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Preface

The seventh edition of International Marketing arrives at a time when we as a
society are emerging from the coronavirus pandemic markedly transformed, when
the world is experiencing unprecedented upheaval, adapting to a still unrelenting
health, economic, and political threat and a landscape of breakneck innovation,
digitization, disrupted supply chains, and continued uncertainty about the future of
international trade and globalization. The economies that emerged from pandemic
restrictions welcomed back enthusiastic—but still cautious—consumers; yet many
downtown businesses remained shuttered, with workers rethinking the rat-race,
commutes, and work itself. The pandemic pushed more than hundreds of millions
into extreme poverty starting in 2020, with the trend continuing due to pandemic
flareups in different countries.
The pandemic was a catalyst for rapid, radical business changes, with a profound
and rapid digital transformation through artificial intelligence; with competitive
spaces redefined; with manufacturing experiencing profound structural changes;
with extreme supply-chain shrinking and other disruptions and efforts to repatriate
offshore manufacturing for essential goods with government support—or mandate,
depending on the country—with large segments of the market moving to e-commerce
and home delivery in countries all over the world; and with businesses reimaging
the shopping experience.
Trade and trade agreements, already thorny political topics, have been under
scrutiny and reassessment for years, with the disappearance of manufacturing jobs
and stagnation of middle-class wages attributed to offshoring. From the perspective
of low- and medium-income countries, the immense influence of multinational
companies on their local economies and government policies have become a major
concern. The reality is more complex, with the verdict in: the trade war between the
United States and China, initiated in 2018, has been ineffective and led to the loss
of hundreds of thousands of jobs and hundreds of billions of dollars in GDP in the
United States. The trade war also resulted in market share ceded to European and
Asian competitors, and in dampening U.S. economic and technological leadership
on the world stage. But it also created an opportunity to address U.S. complaints
about China’s trade policies.
The seventh edition of International Marketing has been rewritten to provide
analyses about current economic, political, and health challenges presented by the
COVID-19 pandemic, trade disputes, supply-chain disruptions, the digitalization of
business, the move to convenience and delivery worldwide, and other developments
in international marketing.
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All cases have been revised and updated to offer current company examples and
overviews of industry developments, and new cases were added. Each chapter ends
with case studies that help students apply the knowledge acquired in the chapter.
International Marketing reflects the author’s teaching philosophy: presenting
dynamic, current real-world examples that help students to better understand
international marketing theory. Professor Lascu shares her own perspectives as a
product of different cultures who has experienced and observed marketing on five
continents, both as an expatriate and as a local, in a free-market system and under
a repressive, anticonsumerist command economy.

Ancillary Materials
Textbook Media is pleased to offer a competitive suite of supplemental materials
for instructors using its textbooks. These ancillaries include a Test Bank, PowerPoint Slides, and an Instructor’s Manual. This text comes with a test bank created
by the author, and it includes questions in a wide range of difficulty levels for each
chapter. All Textbook Media test banks offer not only the correct answer for each
question but also a rationale or explanation for the correct answer and a reference
to the location in the chapter where materials addressing the question content can
be found. The Test Item Files are available in files that are readily adaptable to the
major Learning Management Systems. The software files allow the instructor to
easily create customized or multiple versions of a test and include the option of
editing or adding to the existing question bank.
A full set of PowerPoint® Slides, written by the author, is available for this text.
This is designed to provide instructors with comprehensive visual aids for each
chapter in the book. These slides include outlines of each chapter, highlighting
important terms, concepts, and discussion points.
The Instructor’s Manual for this book has also been written by the author and
offers suggested syllabi for 10- and 14-week terms; lecture outlines and notes;
in-class and take-home assignments; recommendations for multimedia resources
such as films and websites; and long and short essay questions and their answers,
appropriate for use on tests.
The author expresses her deep gratitude for the immense support received in the
process of developing the seventh edition of International Marketing. She would
especially like to thank Tom Doran and Ed Laube for their unrelenting support
and creativity and for their exacting oversight of this project for almost a decade,
Victoria Putman for her leadership, promptitude, and precision, and Lori Bradshaw
for her input. She would also like to thank all the faculty who have adopted previous
editions. Finally, Dana expresses thanks to her family—Bram, Michael, and Daniel
Opstelten—for providing continuous inspiration in international settings, and to
her parents, Lucia and Damian Lascu—a Romanian diplomat and, subsequently,
a UN civil servant—for the formidable international experiences that this book is
based on and for creating and facilitating the foundations for this text.
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Learning Objectives
After studying this chapter, you should be able to:
Define international marketing and identify the different levels
of international involvement.
 Describe the different company orientations and philosophies
toward international marketing.
 Identify business and firm-specific drivers that direct firms
toward international markets.
 Identify obstacles preventing firms from engaging in successful
international ventures.
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Shanghai Disneyland, which opened its doors in 2016,
cost over $5 billion to build. It is a joint venture between
Disney and the Shanghai Shendi Group, a conglomerate
of state-owned enterprises. This park has the largest castle
in Disney’s history, a high-speed rail system, and a large
shopping center and it is expected to be one of the most
successful ventures in the Disney portfolio, much like the
original Disneyland in Florida.
Disney’s experience in international markets is
extensive, and the company’s hard-learned lessons
have paved the way to this new enterprise. Over the
years, Disney has readily applied its tried-and-true
U.S.-centered formula to its international ventures: the
mouse, Cinderella, Main Street U.S.A., Frontierland,
Adventureland, Tomorrowland, and, in 2018, Toy Story Land—in other words,
America and its present, past, and future in a cute package of several
fun-packed acres. This formula worked well in the United States and in
Japan at Tokyo Disney Resort. However, exporting the concept to France
and Hong Kong was not an easy task. In Europe, consumers were unhappy
with the U.S. themes resonating exclusively throughout the park. Disneyland
Resort Paris had to reinvent Disney and adapt it to local preferences, creating
entertainment based on European fairy tales, serving food that would appeal
to European consumers, and creating a more relaxed approach to the dress
code for the park’s French staff. At the Hong Kong Disneyland, which
opened in 2005, attendance fell short of expectations, with numerous visitor
complaints; the number of attractions as well as size of the park were not
up to expectations. Today, however, Hong Kong Disneyland is thriving, and,
along with Disneyland Paris and the Disneyland Resort in California, it leads
in the introduction of new rides and themes, such as Star Wars and Marvel
superheroes.
Over the years, Disney’s internationalization strategy has changed from
a blanket application of its winning formula described above, to a greater
localization and more precise targeting to better serve consumers in its different
markets, where environmental forces dictate distinct, region-specific strategies.
Leveraging region-specific advantages, Disney was able to navigate the
challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic at its resorts worldwide. When
the pandemic began in China’s Wuhan region, China’s Disney resorts—Shanghai
and Hong Kong Disneyland—were among the first major tourist destinations to
close. However, as the Chinese government quickly had the virus under control,
Shanghai Disneyland was able to reopen early in the pandemic, in May 2020,
and to run continuously ever since. According to Shanghai Disneyland President
Joe Schott, the company started with having to reimagine the guest experience
and to make changes daily, modifying experiences to include mandatory face
masks and social distancing, and a limit of 24,000 people. It eventually increased
capacity to 50 percent, and restarted its classic fireworks show. In 2021, it put on
an extravaganza for the month-long celebrations welcoming the Year of the Ox,
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with a gala fireworks show, traditional Chinese performances and cuisine infused
with Disney elements.1
This chapter introduces the different internationalization philosophies
of international firms and explores the motivations for going international,
addressing the environmental and firm-specific-drivers of international
expansion. It also provides an overview of the challenges and obstacles
encountered in international expansion.

1-1 The Importance of International Marketing
The United States constitutes one of the most important target markets in the
world, consuming a high percentage of worldwide products and services; according
to the World Bank, it is the world’s largest consumer market. International firms
are eager to invest in the U.S.—to the tune of over $4 trillion, employing more
than eight million Americans, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce.
But, as wealth is on the rise worldwide due to rapid economic development, it
is essential for U.S. companies to look beyond the United States for opportunities, and to tap into international markets to take advantage of global market
opportunities, to keep pace with competition, and to maximize the potential of
their product mix.
Throughout history, companies have become leaders of industry despite the
smaller size and limited markets of their home countries. It should be noted,
however, that an international presence was essential for their success. Take, for
example, successful global companies from the Netherlands, a small country in
Western Europe, that are giants of industry worldwide. Among them are Philips,
a leading electronics manufacturer; Royal Ahold, a large retailer; Royal Dutch
Shell, a major Dutch-British oil company; and Unilever, a Dutch-British leading
consumer products company. Japan, also a comparatively small country, boasts a
number of firms that are industry leaders. Among them are Mitsui and Mitsubishi
(electronics, banking, import-export, among others), Dentsu (advertising), Sony
and Panasonic (electronics), and Ito Yokado (retail).
International companies such as Apple, General Motors, Mitsubishi, Microsoft,
and Procter & Gamble earn profits greater than the gross domestic product of many
low-income countries. U.S.-based Fortune 500 companies employ almost 30 million
workers around the world.
Small businesses account for 98 percent of all identified U.S. exporters and support nearly four million jobs in the United States through both direct and indirect
exports. Nearly 300,000 U.S. small- and medium-size (SME) businesses export
to foreign markets.2 Many companies find that their products in the late stage
of their life cycle can experience a new life in emerging markets in middle- and
low-income countries.
To excel in international business, companies must constantly monitor the
international environment for opportunities. For over two decades, privatization in countries previously dominated by government monopolies has made
it possible for multinationals to compete for local energy, airline, railway, and
telecommunications industries. In the future, postal services might constitute the
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new competitive territory of international companies. Already, in many markets,
post offices are enterprising competitors to established private sector firms, increasingly and effectively competing not only for mailing services, but also for
banking services.
Domestic marketing

Marketing that is focused solely
on domestic consumers and on
the home-country environment.

1-2 Levels of International Marketing Involvement

All companies are affected by elements of the international marketing environment. In terms of international marketing involvement, however, companies have different degrees of commitment. A company engaging in domestic
Export marketing
marketing has the least commitment to international marketing. This company
Involvement in international
marketing limited to the
focuses solely on domestic consumers and on the home-country environment.
exporting function; although
The home-country environment, however, is affected by developments in the
the firm actively seeks
international environment; furthermore, the local company is directly affected
international clients, it
considers the international
by local competition, which could come from global companies. For example,
market an extension of the
Pep-Up, Inc. provides top-grade petroleum products, including heating oil and
domestic market and does not
propane, to customers living on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. The company
give it special consideration.
focuses entirely on local consumers living in the area. However, the price of
International marketing
its heating oil and propane is affected by the price of oil and propane, which is
The processes involved in the
creation, production, distribution, determined by international markets.
promotion, and pricing of
At the next level, export marketing, a firm could be involved in exporting inproducts, services, ideas, and
directly—the company takes orders from international clients—or directly—the
experiences for international
company actively seeks international clients. For both export marketers and domestic
markets; these processes
marketers, the international market may constitute an extension of the domestic
require a substantial focus on
international con-sumers in a
market and might not be given special consideration. Such firms would have an
particular country or countries.
ethnocentric philosophy to internationalization, as will be shown in Section 1-3a,
Multinational marketing
“Ethnocentric Orientation.”
Marketing in different
International marketing activities require a substantial focus on international
countries without necessarily
coordinating across operations. consumers in a particular country or countries. (When more countries are involved,
international marketing is often referred to as
multinational marketing.) International marketing
is thus defined as the processes involved in the
creation, production, distribution, promotion, and
pricing of products, services, ideas, and experiences for international markets. The international
company (see Figure 1-1) is present in different
countries with sales offices and subsidiaries or is
an active partner in strategic alliances with local
companies. It is important to note that, in this
case, international activities are not coordinated
across the different countries or across different
regions. An international company, according to
this definition, has a polycentric, or regiocentric,
philosophy to internationalization, as will be seen
FIGURE 1-1 Coca-Cola has subsidiaries and alliances
in Sections 1-3b, “Polycentric Orientation,” and
worldwide.
1-3c, “Regiocentric Orientation.”
Luciano Mortula–LGM/Shutterstock.com
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Global marketing involves marketing activities across different countries without focusing primarily on national or regional
segmentation. Global marketing is possible due
to the emergence of global consumer segments
with similar preferences (see Figure 1-2) and
due to efficient global allocation of company
talent and resources. A company engaging in
global marketing has a geocentric philosophy
to internationalization.
It should be noted, however, that the terms
defined in the preceding paragraphs are often
used interchangeably by nonbusiness and business
alike—even by international managers. International, global, and multinational are used to
FIGURE 1-2 Consumers in North America and Europe
refer to any company crossing borders, without have strong preferences for pastries–croissants,
particular reference to the global strategy used. Danish, brioches, you name it. Thus they are similar in
The descriptions of the levels of international preferences. Where they differ is in their tolerance for
marketing involvement should primarily guide high prices: in upscale Berlin stores such pastries are
one to understand when distinctions are made. about $2.00, whereas in similar stores in Helsinki, they
Another widely used approach to distinguishing cost almost $6.00.
Rawpixel.com/Shutterstock.com
between companies’ international orientation
and philosophy is the ethnocentric, polycentric, regiocentric, and geocentric Global marketing
(EPRG) framework.
International marketing

1-3 The Ethnocentric, Polycentric, Regiocentric,
and Geocentric (EPRG) Framework and International
Marketing Concepts
Management’s orientation toward the internationalization of the firm’s operations affects each of the functional areas of the firm and, as such, has a direct
effect on the marketing functions within the firm. Management’s philosophy
on international involvement affects decisions such as the firm’s response to
global threats and opportunities and related resource allocation. Companies’
philosophies on international involvement can be described, on the basis of the
EPRG framework, as ethnocentric, polycentric, regiocentric, and geocentric.3
1-3a Ethnocentric Orientation
Eli Lilly can been described as an ethnocentric firm. As recently as in 2021, it
shuttered its facility in Menlo Park, California, and, in 2017, it cut jobs to divert
more funds to product research and development in an effort to bring to the marketplace high-performance pharmaceutical products. Firms with an ethnocentric
orientation are guided by a domestic market extension concept. In general, top
management of firms with an ethnocentric orientation consider that domestic
strategies, techniques, and personnel are superior to foreign ones and therefore

activities that do not have a
country or region focus and
that are possible due to the
emergence of global consumer
segments and efficient global
allocation of company talent
and resources.

Ethnocentric orientation

Company strategies consistent
with the belief that domestic
strategies, techniques, and
personnel are superior to
foreign ones and therefore
provide the most effective
framework for the company’s
overseas involvement;
companies adopting this
perspective view international
operations and customers
as secondary to domestic
operations and customers.
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provide the most effective framework for the company’s overseas involvement;
consequently, international operations and customers are considered secondary to
domestic operations and customers.4
Ethnocentric firms are likely to be highly centralized and consider that the purpose
of their international operations is to identify markets that could absorb surplus
domestic production; alternatively, international operations could represent a cash
cow that generates revenue and necessitates only minimal attention and investment.
As a result, plans for international markets are developed primarily in-house by
an international division and are similar to those for the domestic market. Firms
at the forefront of technology tend to have an ethnocentric marketing orientation.
It should be mentioned that, often, ethnocentric firms approach globalization by
internationalizing at the level of the function, rather than the firm; for example, the
marketing department may have a geocentric strategy even if top management has
an ethnocentric orientation.5 Alternatively, in the case of Wal-Mart, while merchandise is fully adapted to local preferences, staffing clearly indicates an ethnocentric
philosophy: top management come from the company’s headquarters, in Arkansas,
and the company requires salesclerks to smile at customers and encourages employees to clap and chant.
In other examples, many U.S. firms sell American brands along with their related
U.S. lifestyles and traditions—for example, blue jeans and U.S. entertainment are
often successfully marketed internationally using marketing themes and strategies
used in the U.S. market.
1-3b Polycentric Orientation
Polycentric orientation

Rawpixel.com/Shutterstock.com

Company strategies predicated
on the assumption that each
country’s market is unique
and should be addressed
individually, with a countryspecific marketing mix.
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Firms with a polycentric orientation are guided by a multidomestic market concept.
Managers of polycentric firms are very much aware of the importance of individual
international markets to the success of their business and are likely to establish
individual businesses, typically wholly owned subsidiaries or marketing subsidiaries,
in each of the countries where they operate.6 The assumption the company makes
is that each market is unique and needs to be addressed individually. Consequently,
the company is fully decentralized and engages in minimal coordination with the
headquarters.
Each subsidiary has its own marketing plans and objectives
and operates autonomously as an independent profit center
on an individual country basis to achieve its goals; all marketing activities are performed in each country independently
of the company headquarters.7 To address local consumer
needs, marketing research is conducted independently in each
overseas market, and products are fully adapted to meet these
needs. Alternatively, separate product lines are developed to
meet the needs of the individual markets.
In the process of developing individual strategies for each
market, the company does not coordinate activities across the
different countries and cannot benefit from economies of scale
that such coordination would allow. Furthermore, numerous
functions are duplicated, and, ultimately, final product costs
are higher to the end consumer.
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Automobile companies are often forced into using this
strategy given different market demands. U.S. drivers want
comfort and powerful engines to drive long distances on the
highway—also, the price of gas in the U.S., at about $3 per
gallon, is tolerable. In Europe, drivers often have to negotiate
narrow lanes, and pay at least three times more for gas, and
much more on taxes—European countries tax vehicles on
fuel consumption, weight, and engine size. For example,
Stellantis N.V., the multinational automobile manufacturer
formed in 2021 from the merger of Fiat Chrysler and the
French PSA group and headquartered in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, offers its Dodge Ram brand only to U.S. drivers
and other brands to consumers elsewhere. In this case, its
strategy could be considered polycentric.
1-3c Regiocentric Orientation
Firms with a regiocentric or a geocentric orientation are guided by a global marketing concept. Companies adopting a regiocentric orientation view world regions
as distinct markets that share economic, political, and cultural traits such that they
would be viable candidates for a region-wide marketing approach. A regiocentric
orientation is now possible due to the success of regional economic and political
integration that allows for implementing a uniform marketing strategy in the entire
region. Member countries of the European Union, for example, are candidates
for Pan-European marketing strategies, whereas signatory countries of the United
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) lend themselves to a successful
marketing strategy aimed at the North American market. PepsiCo appears to have
a regiocentric orientation; its divisions are organized on the basis of location, with
regional offices coordinating all local marketing activities. For example, Pepsi’s
South-Eastern European operations are coordinated by its Turkey-based PepsiCo
subsidiary, which devises the company’s regional objectives and oversees the
implementation of the company’s marketing strategy in the region.

Regiocentric orientation

Company strategies that view
world regions as distinct
markets that share economic,
political, and cultural traits that
will respond to a regionwide
marketing approach.

1-3d Geocentric Orientation
Firms in which top management adopts a geocentric orientation view the entire
world—without national and regional distinctions—as a potential market with
identifiable, homogeneous segments that need to be addressed with similar
marketing strategies, regardless of geographic location or nationality. Coordinated management policies are designed to reflect the full integration among
worldwide operations.
The objective of a geocentric company is most often to achieve a position as a
low-cost manufacturer and marketer of its product line; such a firm achieves a strategic competitive advantage by developing manufacturing processes that add more
value per unit cost to the final product than its rivals.8 An example of a geocentric
company is McDonald’s (see Figure 1-3).
McDonald’s has been successful as a result of its geocentric philosophy. The
company uses local products to ultimately offer a similar service to consumers from

Geocentric orientation

Company strategies that
are consistent with the
belief that the entire world,
without national and regional
distinctions, constitutes
a potential market with
identifiable, homogeneous
segments that need to be
addressed differentially.
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Mexico City to Mumbai. In Europe, McDonald’s
uses Polish potatoes, which do not lend themselves to a thin, McDonald’s-style cut French
fry but are touted to be the best in the region.
It also uses local beef from the European regions not affected or threatened by livestock
disease. The company is also sensitive to
the ban on genetically modified foods in the
European Union. In India or Pakistan, for example, McDonald’s serves lamb or vegetarian
burgers. Throughout the world, it provides a
uniform service that offers, in addition to the
fast food it is known for, clean restrooms, air
conditioning, and service with a smile—even
in markets where a smile is a rare occurrence
FIGURE 1-3 McDonald’s restaurants pepper the
in a service encounter.
landscape in China, even in the more remote districts
of large cities.
It should, however, be mentioned that multi
dailin/Shutterstock.com
national companies’ business activity is more
likely to be home-region oriented—so regiocentric
and centered on the home region—rather than
geocentric. Moreover, in communicating with
target markets using social media, multinational
corporations tend to similarly internationalize
their marketing communication activities targeting countries in the home region.9
Back to the Stellantis example, the company
selling the Dodge and Ram brands in the U.S.:
note that the company has a number of brands
that it does not sell in the U.S., but it sells in
Europe: Citroën, Opel, Peugeot, and Vauxhall. In
this case, its strategy appears to be regiocentric.
The company also sells Fiat, Maserati, Jeep, and
Chrysler brands in countries all over the world,
and the automobiles look similar; the approach to internationalization in this case
appears to be geocentric.

1-4 The Drivers of International Expansion
Few companies operate in an isolated, country-specific environment, and even fewer can
effectively avoid international involvement. Local firms manufacturing for local
consumers are dependent on equipment, parts, and raw materials originating abroad.
They sell to clients and final consumers who have had exposure to international
trade practices and to international products. A complete isolation from international
influence is possible only in a closed environment such as North Korea, where
consumers are shielded from international influence.
Increasingly, companies cannot afford to avoid involvement in international
marketing. Avoiding international expansion could mean losing market share to
10
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competitors and missing numerous opportunities created by changes in the international environment. Among reactive motivations for going international is the desire
to remain competitive and maintain global market share relative to competitors.
In addition, evading trade barriers and other government regulations in the home
country can motivate a company to go international.
Firms should be proactive in their approach to internationalization. A proactive
rationale for internationalization can be, among others, the search for new markets,
new customers, increased market share and profits, tax advantages, or lower costs,
as described in the next sections.
Drivers in the business environment and firm-specific drivers, addressed in
Section 1-4a, “Drivers in the Business Environment,” as well as Table 1-1, help
international companies benefit from such opportunities.

Drivers in the business
environment Elements in the

business environment, such as
competition, technology, and
labor costs, causing the firm to
become involved internationally.
Firm-specific drivers

Elements specific to the firm,
such as product life cycle,
causing the firm to become
involved internationally.

TABLE 1-1 Drivers of Internationalization
Business Environment Drivers

Firm-Specific Drivers

Competition

Product life-cycle considerations

Regional economic and political
integration

High new-product development costs

Technology

Standardization, economies of scale, and
low-cost labor

Improvements in the transportation
and telecommunication infrastructure

Institute of Internal Auditors

Economic growth

Experience transfers

Transition to a market ecoomy
Converging consumer needs

1-4a Drivers in the Business Environment
Competition
Competitive pressure is often a driver of internationalization. Firms choose international expansion to gain a competitive edge over their competitors. The New
Trade Theory, which will be addressed in Chapter 3, posits that the firm that first
enters the market can become the dominant player, gaining economies of scale in
the local market and locking in relationships to the extent that subsequent entrants
cannot compete against them. This is known as the first-mover advantage, the
strategic advantage that accrues to early entrants into an industry in a particular
market, gaining them greater benefit compared to benefits accrued to firms that
enter the market later. The first-mover advantage allows firms to build strong brand
awareness with consumers, lock in channels of distribution, acquire access to local
advanced technology, all before their competitors. Moreover, an early international
presence is likely to enhance the global recognition of the company and its brands
and to improve its image relative to competitors, supporting its future expansion
plans into other countries.10

First-mover advantage

Attributed to first entering
a market, locking in
relationships, and achieving
economies of scale before
competitors.
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Over time, service providers and client firms develop close relationships that
last as long as the firms move together into new international markets. Service
providers could include accounting, legal, banking, and advertising firms. However,
the relationship could potentially be in jeopardy when the service provider does
not follow the client into the new market. McCann has been, for many years, the
primary advertising agency for Coca-Cola and has followed the company into new
markets, as illustrated in the following example.
McCann and Coca-Cola
McCann Worldgroup (previously McCann Erickson), a leading advertising agency,
has followed for decades its longtime client Coca-Cola in most countries where the
company was present around the globe. That sometimes could mean that McCann
lost money in countries where its accounts were limited but where, nevertheless, it
chose to be present to serve the advertising needs of Coke. If McCann chose not to
serve its client in a market, Coca-Cola might resort to the services of a competitor,
and on the basis of its experience with the competitor, Coca-Cola might replace
McCann with the competing advertising firm.
However, in spite of efforts to serve their client firm, even the most dedicated
service providers can be replaced. In 2007, Coca-Cola moved the management
of its dedicated Red Lounge China marketing unit from McCann to Leo Burnett,
a competing advertising agency, dealing McCann a significant blow. Coca-Cola
executives decided that they needed to change the way they worked with agency
partners. They placed Leo Burnett in charge of teams from different agencies because company executives felt that creating independence and tension between
them and their agencies would lead to better ideas and better thinking. They will
likely use this strategy in other markets as well, which does not bode well for
McCann.11
Nevertheless, Coca-Cola and McCann have been working together on a number of blockbuster campaigns. A recent McCann campaign in the Indian market
attempts to bring Coke to the masses through an ad series underlining the joy in
everyday situations.12 In 2021, McCann Worldgroup Shanghai launched an impressive Coca-Cola campaign to ring in the New Year of the Ox using a heart-warming
storyline. It introduced three families before the pandemic, hurriedly preparing for
the festivities and dealing with the discomfort of relatives visiting. Then, in 2021, it
presented these same families joyfully reconnecting with loved ones and appreciating all the quirks and complexities of the family interactions that they were forced
to miss the previous year, at the height of the pandemic.

Regional Economic and Political Integration
In addition to cultural similarities—language and religion, for example—economic
and political integration play an important part in facilitating international trade.
Regional trade agreements such as United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(USMCA), and the politically and economically integrated European Union are
focused on lowering or eliminating barriers among member countries and promoting trade within the perimeter of each common market. It permits subsidiaries
incorporated in the respective markets to benefit from free trade within the region
and allows firms outside the integrated regions to conduct business within the
common market without the impediments typically posed by crossing national
borders—customs paperwork, separate tariffs for each country, and so on. For
example, Stihl, the large German manufacturer of outdoor power equipment and
12
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chainsaws, has a large manufacturing facility in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Stihl uses
the Virginia location to export products to buyers in North and South America,
taking advantage of the free trade agreements that the United States has with
countries in this region.
A company from the United States exporting products to multiple countries in
the European Union, for example, will cross borders once. The company will do
the customs paperwork and pay the required customs duties only once, instead
of applying for an import license and paying customs duties in every country
where it exports products. A subsidiary of a company from the United States
incorporated in any country of the European Union is a corporate citizen of the
European Union. Consequently, the subsidiary does not have to pay duties or
foreign exchange costs when it crosses borders of most European Union member
states because all transactions are conducted in euros. See the following example
of Ford Germany.

Although Ford is a U.S. company, Ford Germany is a citizen of Germany and the European Union. As such, Ford
Germany can freely ship its Ford Focus, Ford KA+, Ford
Mondeo, Ford Fusion, Ford Fiesta, Ford S-MAX, and SUVs
such as Puma, EcoSport, and Kuga, and its other models to
dealers in the countries of the European Union without going
through customs and engaging in related paperwork. Moreover, the company does not incur any foreign exchange cost
because all the transactions take place in euros.

Vytautas Kielaitis/Shutterstock.com

Ford Germany

Vytautas Kielaitis/Shutterstock.com

Technology
Technology has created opportunities for firms involved in international business. In terms of media
development, consumers worldwide are exposed to
programming originating in other countries. Entertainment programming from the United States in
particular dominates the international airways. CNN
is popular with businesspeople around the world, and
NBC eagerly exports its mix of late-night comedy and
news magazines to the rest of the world.
Advertising also crosses borders, exposing consumers to brands from other countries. The Internet has revolutionized the way many companies conduct business,
offering businesses instant and unlimited international exposure—something that
brick-and-mortar stores and traditional manufacturers have taken years to achieve.
Such exposure offers tremendous opportunities to small businesses that do not
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normally have the advertising budget to communicate with the international market.
For example, a Havasu-owned small business in Nevada, located two hours by car
and another two on horseback from Las Vegas, can advertise weekend vacation
opportunities to French businesspeople in the southern state of LanguedocRoussillon planning to attend the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las
Vegas or to French couples in the eastern state of Alsace looking for a unique
honeymoon.
Improvements in the Transportation and Telecommunication
Infrastructure
Closely linked to technology are the leaps in the area of transportation and, particularly, in the technology infrastructure. In 1982, a Mercedes-Benz service station
in Bujumbura, Burundi (sub-Saharan East Africa), attempting to contact the company factory in Stuttgart, Germany, to order a part, would tie up an English- or
German-speaking employee for quite some time for this purpose. The employee
would book the telephone call with the operator early in the morning and would
typically be contacted by the afternoon. The call would be facilitated by an operator
in Brussels, Belgium (calls to Burundi went via cable from Belgium to its former
colonies in East Africa), who would link the factory to the service station. The quality
of the connection would often be problematic, necessitating a second request for a
telephone connection. An alternative would have been placing the request via telex
(e-mail, fax, and video conferencing were not options at that time).
Today, a telephone connection to Burundi would be handled via satellite, for just
pennies, and the communication would be crisp and clear, or the company could
use video teleconferencing. Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype, or FaceTime is used
in interviews with potential U.S. employees in the United Arab Emirates, with the
only challenge encountered in the process being the time that would be convenient
to both parties, as 8 a.m. in the United States is 4 p.m. in the U.A.E.
Transportation has also greatly improved. The use of containers for international intermodal (ship, truck, train) shipping greatly facilitates the transportation
of physical goods, and sellers can check the exact location of the merchandise at
any time, as well as container temperature, humidity, and security information.
Ships themselves have increased in size, with some carrying as many as 19,000
containers. However, there is simply not enough global trade to sustain the large
number of containers that could potentially traverse world oceans. Trade has, in
fact, suffered as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has greatly disrupted
supply chains. Further disruption shook the shipping world when a mega-container
vessel blocked the Suez Canal for six days, holding up an estimated $400 million per
hour trade based on the value of goods moved daily through the Suez. Nevertheless,
the transportation industry, negatively affected by supply chain disruptions and the
semiconductor chips shortage in 2020 and 2021, is rapidly recovering, continuing
to explore new efficiencies.
For passenger transport, efficient and rapid air travel has become more affordable,
allowing for frequent interaction between expatriate or local employees and employees
from the company headquarters. Alternatively, high-speed train travel on inter-city
routes allows for rapid transportation in Japan, China, and many countries in the
European Union (see Figure 1-4). Emerging markets are also rapidly developing
14
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their transportation infrastructure; for example, in China,
high-speed trains take merely a fraction of the time it used
to take to travel between Shanghai and its Pudong Airport.
Economic Growth

Economic growth constitutes an important driver of interna-tionalization. Economic development has led to the
emergence of a strong middle class in large markets, such as
those of Brazil and India, leading to increased buying power,
creating great potential for international brands. Economic
growth has also opened markets that were previously closed
or that have had limited international competition. A case in
point is China, which now welcomes foreign direct investment. Emerging economies are likely to be more open to
FIGURE 1-4 An infrastructure that can support
free trade and no longer severely limit international firms high-speed train travel is characteristic of large
from entering and operating in these markets.
European and Asian cities.
Transition to a Market Economy

photocritical/Shutterstock.com

The transition of formerly closed economies, such as those of China, Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, and Vietnam, Cuba, Cambodia, and, more recently, Laos, to a market
economy has led to rapid economic development in these countries and has created
important new markets for international brands. An important outcome of the transition to a market economy has been the deregulation and privatization of former
government monopolies. For example, under the former Communist regimes and
other forms of government and military rule, all industry was run by inefficient
government bodies. The demise of these regimes created opportunities for multinationals such as Philip Morris, Whirlpool, Unilever, Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, and others, to purchase or partner with local companies operating at a loss,
producing low-quality goods and to turn them around into successful enterprises.
Service providers, from Accenture to KFC, have actively targeted these markets,
engaging in the highest level of international commitment: foreign direct investment.
Similarly, small and medium-size firms have also benefited, expanding from the
saturated home-country markets into the newly opened emerging markets.
Currently, international companies, joint ventures between multinationals and
local companies, private local businesses, as well as some remnants of the former
system—for example, state-owned enterprises—compete for local consumers in
these transition markets. At the same time, satellite television, cellular telephones,
and the Internet expose these consumers to programming, information, and advertising for international brands, shaping consumer desires and brand preferences.
Companies that have, initially, ignored these markets due to the obstacles they posed
to international trade—for instance, limiting consumer-goods companies’ access
to hard currency and restricting the repatriation of profits—have finally entered
these promising markets to take advantage of the many untapped opportunities.
Investing in transition economies has proved to be a brilliant strategy for company
growth. Most rewards are reaped by those companies investing in the larger transition economies, such as China, Brazil, and India. See, for example, Yum! Brands
China, briefly addressed in Figure 1-5.
Chapter 1 Scope, Concepts, and Drivers of International Marketing
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FIGURE 1-5 Yum! Brands is omnipresent in
China and Taiwan.
IgorGolovniov/Shutterstock.com

Yum! Brands, the largest fast-food restaurant company in terms of total number of restaurants, boasting the popular fast-food chains Taco Bell, KFC, and
Pizza Hut, has not had a stellar performance in recent
years in the United States. Internationally, however, its
restaurant business has been booming, with the company serving 1.4 billion consumers. Yum China operates 10,000 restaurants in over 1,400 cities across
China. Its China operations have recovered in relatively record time—compared to other markets—from
the effects of the coronavirus pandemic. Yum! Brands’
highest growth remains in China, where KFC is a dominant player.13

Converging Consumer Needs
Exposure to global brands in one’s home country and, while traveling abroad, exposure to media advertising of other brands, has created demand for many global
products. Consumers worldwide are loyal to international brands such as Nike
sneakers, Levi’s jeans, Coca-Cola, Heineken beer, and Ralph Lauren shirts. Uniform consumer segments are emerging in high-income countries and low-income
countries: One such segment is the youth market. Young consumers in the United
States and in Southeast Asia are loyal to the same soft-drink brands, wear the same
brands of clothing, listen to the same music, have the same teen idols, use the same
social media, and see the same television shows. Another uniform segment is the
luxury segment. Luxury consumers in Latin America, Asia, Europe, and Africa vie
for the same international luxury brands. New York’s Fifth Avenue and 57th Street
boutiques carry the same brands as those found in Place Vendôme, in Paris, on the
Isle of Capri, in Italy, or on Shanghai’s historic Bund.
Brand websites, social media buzz, and television exposure to international brands
have created brand familiarity and, indeed, brand desire with consumers in many
markets where the brand might not be available. Similarly, consumers traveling
abroad encounter new product offerings and develop desires for brands that may not
be available in their home country. These consumers represent a ready market for
international brands. In Kazakhstan, for example, consumers dedicate a larger portion
of their budget to luxury goods; Kazakhs do not have a habit of saving money and,
compared to most Europeans, spend substantially more on luxury and leisure. In
Almaty, even emerging luxury brands such as MSGM shoes and Marc Cross couture
sold out as soon as they arrived at the point of retail when they were first introduced
to Kazakh consumers. In sub-Saharan Africa, Rwanda reemerged as an attractive
luxury market again after an extended civil war, with locals buying Mercedes brand
automobiles, rather than Toyotas, known as the king of African roads. Rwanda also
16
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offers many home-grown luxury brands—Ikwiize, an Afro-contemporary clothing
brand, and UZI Collections, a brand with local batik designs.14
Converging consumer needs have created homogeneous segments of consumers
that can be addressed similarly, regardless of their location. For example, Lower
Manhattan style bagels have proliferated not just throughout the United States, but
worldwide. Originating in Austria and Poland (long story…), the bagel made it to
Manhattan’s Lower East Side, and, from there, back across the Atlantic, to Germany,
where Salomon Bagels (www.salomon-bagels.de) has two popular stores—see
Figure 1-6. There, the schmear (spread) consists of not just cream cheese and lox
(salmon), but marmalade, hazelnut spread, honey, hummus, and Parmesan. Or one
can have a pizza bagel with schinken (ham, oy!) or spinach. Bagels also crossed
the Pacific: you can buy them in Shanghai at the popular Boom Boom Bagels; in
Tokyo, at Maruichi Bagels, where they are made with high-quality Japanese flour;
or at Tedboy Bakery, in Kuala Lumpur.

FIGURE 1-6 Bagels in Berlin serve the needs of
the city’s cosmopolitan consumers.
Rawpixel.com/Shutterstock.com

1-4b Assessing Strengths and Weaknesses of Firm
Internationalization Drivers
Product Life-Cycle Considerations
A main driver of international expansion is a firm’s attempt to prolong the life
cycle of its products and thus create higher profits for the company from a larger
customer base. Products that are in late maturity, or even in the decline stage, can
change their position on the global product life-cycle stage by going into markets
where the product is in high demand. To illustrate, the cigarette industry is in either
the late maturity stage or in the decline stage in many industrialized countries.
By entering large emerging markets where cigarettes are in the growth stage and
consumers have increasing purchase power, such as China, Brazil, India, Republic of South Africa, and countries in Central Asia, the cigarette industry is in fact
prolonging its product life cycle.
High New Product Development Costs
The concept of high costs for new product development is related to the product
life cycle. Companies often spend long periods of time and significant amounts
of money to develop new products. Nike, on the average, spends close to a year to
develop, test, and manufacture new product designs that then last on the shelves in
the United States for only six months. Despite the size and purchase power of the
U.S. market, it is unlikely that Nike would fully recover its product development
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costs and make a profit as well if it limited its sales to this country. As a result,
Nike must tap international markets to be more profitable. Companies at the forefront of technology, such as manufacturers of high-tech equipment and electronics,
pharmaceutical firms, and others, also need to tap large markets for long periods
to recoup costs and to make a profit; for these companies, going international is
not a choice—it is a precondition for survival.
The Audi A3 cabriolet, a small luxury sedan, was introduced in Europe in the
mid 1990s, in the U.S. in 2006, and in India in late 2014. Audi benefited greatly
from a broader launch of its small luxury model: they were able to reap greater
profits worldwide by selling to India’s rapidly growing upper middle class. With a
population of 1.2 billion and a middle class expected to make up over half a billion
consumers in a decade, selling affordable luxury brands is a safe bet. It is also an
astute strategy that can help recoup the costs involved in developing new models
of automobiles and thus to maximize return on investment.
Standardization, Economies of Scale, and Cheap Labor

Hadrian/Shutterstock.com

During the maturity stage of the product life cycle, the core product is likely to achieve
a standard in a particular industry: Competitors—typically an oligopoly—respond
to consumer needs by offering products whose components are interchangeable and
which converge toward the brand experiencing the greatest consumer demand. To
offer historical illustrations, standards were established in the personal computer
industry, which converged on the IBM standard; more recently, smart phones appear
to have converged to the iPhone standard.
Also during maturity, firms increasingly compete
on price: Typically, they attempt to lower the product
manufacturing costs by achieving economies of
scale in production. In addition, firms with mature
brands also move manufacturing operations and
facilities abroad, to developing countries, in an
attempt to take advantage of significantly lower
labor costs.
Increasingly, firms may not even wait for a standard
to develop before seeking economies of scale and/or
moving their production to low-labor-cost countries.
Apple, for example, produced the iPhone in China
and Taiwan from the very beginning to take advantage
of low labor costs.
Experience Transfers

International firms benefit from lessons they learn in the different parts of the
world. Colgate-Palmolive, for example, developed its successful Axion dishwashing paste for its Latin American market after noting that women washed dishes
by hand, dunking their hands in a small tub with a few slivers of soap. The same
product was then offered to consumers in Central and Eastern Europe after noting
that they washed dishes using a similar method—and the product was a hit. Service
providers such as Pizza Hut found that they were more successful with consumers
in general, but especially with younger generations of consumers in Eastern Europe
18
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Leveraging Country-Specific Advantages and
Firm-Specific Advantages15
Firms must leverage country-specific advantages and firm-specific advantages to
succeed in international markets. Country-Specific-Advantages (CSAs) are
strengths or benefits specific to a country that can stem from its natural resource
endowments, its unique locational advantage, its labor force, institutions, industry
framework, cultural and economic factors, and an appealing nation brand. A strong
nation brand provides firms with particular leverage in international markets. Nation
branding involves applying branding and marketing communications techniques
to promote a nation’s image and improve perceptions related to its people’s character,
the country character, and people/country competencies that are based on stereotypical views. Countries manage their branding to promote the country in general
and help create a positive image, to appeal to tourists, to add value to the products
produced in the country, to attract foreign investment, and to attract talent.16 Firms
benefit greatly from a strong nation brand. For example, Germany is known for
producing quality automobiles; any automaker, German or foreign, manufacturing
products in Germany would benefit from this appealing nation brand.
Firm-Specific-Advantages (FSAs) are strengths specific to a firm, a result of
contributions that can be made by its personnel, technology, and/or equipment. CSAs
can be transformed into FSAs for local firms when they benefit from home countryspecific attributes that are closed to outsiders, such as legal advantages, a preference
of the local firm by government or by consumers, cultural barriers and strong internal
networks, such as clans, families, and political parties designed to exclude foreign
firms. An example of an FSA could be capital available to local firms at a lower cost.
Multinational firms entering foreign markets need to offset the liability of
foreignness, which leads to higher operational costs attributed to economic, institutional, and cultural differences between home and host countries. They do so by
deploying FSAs and CSAs, compensating for disadvantages that they have relative
to competitors in the host country.
The FSA-CSA matrix (Figure 1-7) presents the strategies that multinationals
should adopt, depending on whether FSAs and CSAs are strong or weak. In cell 1,
CSAs fully determine the firm strategy—for example, natural resources and lowcost labor in Mongolia and Botswana may be the drivers of internationalization,
with firms entering these two countries either in search of raw materials or low-cost

VGstockstudio/Shutterstock.com

and Central Asia, if they played loud pop music in their restaurants.
As a result, they started entering new markets by partnering with
radio stations and clubs.
Similar experience transfers have been helpful to retailers in
the process of internationalization. The Tesco Extra hypermarket
(superstore) in the city of Newcastle, United Kingdom, and the
popular and busy Tesco hypermarket in the southern Czech Republic, in České Budějovice, are based on Tesco hypermarkets first
introduced by the same U.K. retailer elsewhere in Eastern Europe—
specifically, in Hungary. Taking advantage of experience transfers,
the company is able to go to different international markets and
thus reduce its dependence on any one market.

Country-Specific Advantages
(CSAs) Strengths or benefits

specific to a country that
can stem from its natural
resource endowments, its
unique locational advantage,
its labor force, institutions,
industry framework, cultural
and economic factors, and an
appealing nation brand.
Nation branding Applying
branding and marketing
communications techniques to
promote a nation's image and
improve perceptions related
to its people's character, the
country character, and people/
country competencies.
Firm-Specific Advantages

Strengths specific to a firm,
a result of contributions that
can be made by its personnel,
technology, and/or equipment.
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Firm-Specific Advantages (FSAs)
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FIGURE 1-7 Country-Specific Advantage
and Firm-Specific Advantage.

labor, in a more advanced stage of the product life cycle. Cell 2 presents a situation where FSAs and CSAs are weak, and where the decision to internationalize
is clearly flawed. Target’s attempt to expand into Canada is an example of such
failure: Target was unable to develop non-location-bound FSAs, and it lacked the
CSAs necessary to successfully compete in the Canadian market, characterized
by strong consumer loyalties to existing retailers. Cell 3, characterized by strong
CSAs and FSAs, can give rise to new FSAs. Shiseido, the Japanese multinational
cosmetic and personal care company, had strong FSAs, but lacked knowledge about
the perfume business. By establishing joint ventures in France, the firm gained
knowledge of the French perfume business, and leveraged its non-location-bound
FSAs with location advantages in France. Firms in Cell 4 rely only on FSAs, and
not on country factors. These firms have valuable brands or technology that is in
great demand.
Porter's Diamond Model

Model used to understand that
location is key to competitive
advantage.

Porter’s Diamond17

Porter’s Diamond (Figure 1-8) is a model used to understand a company’s competitive advantage. The model argues that location is key to
achieving competitive advantage due to the following factors:
■
■
■

Double Diamond Model

Model based on assumption
that trade is driven by firms'
intraregional trade and
investment, arguing that firms
are also able to access regional
advantages.
Region-Specific Advantages

Strengths or benefits specific
to a region that can stem from
the region's natural resource
endowments, its locational
advantage, its labor force,
institutions, industry framework,
cultural and economic factors,
and an appealing regional or
country brand.
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■
■
■

Factor conditions: physical resources, human resources, knowledge
resources, and capital resources
Demand conditions: customer base raising capital, consumers forcing
innovation
Related and supporting industries: partners in cost efficiency and upgrading
market offer
Firm factors: strategy, structure, rivalry
Government: influence to above determinants of competitiveness
Chance: factors beyond the firm’s control which can disrupt competitive
positions

The Double Diamond Model18

Porter’s diamond applied to clusters of small
related industries worked well; however, it did not address multinational firms’
international success. The Double Diamond Model (see Figure 1-9) is based
on the assumption that trade is driven by multinational firms’ intraregional
trade and investment. It argues that firms within their countries are also able
to access regional advantages; thus CSAs in the single diamond model are
added to Region Specific Advantages (RSAs)—strengths or benefits specific
to a region that can stem from the region’s natural resource endowments, its
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structure,
rivalry

Chance

Demand
conditions

Factor
conditions

Related and
supporting
industries
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FIGURE 1-8 Porter’s Diamond.
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FIGURE 1-9 The Double Diamond Model.

India CSAs

Asian RSAs

Tata Motors FSAs

Cheap workforce

Cheap workforce

R&D

Plentiful resources

Demand for vehicles

Tata Motors reputation

Growing infrastructure

Infrastructure investment

Understanding of market

Diverse market

Receptive to financing

Wide product offering
Strong support services

FIGURE 1-10 The CSAs, RSAs, and FSAs of Tata Motors’ Double Diamond.

locational advantage, its labor force, institutions, industry framework, cultural
and economic factors, and an appealing regional or country brand.
To offer an example, India’s Tata Motors has had great success in Asia, exporting its affordable automobiles using joint ventures, mergers, and acquisitions—
beginning with Daewoo in Korea in 2004. Tata Motors leveraged its FSAs by
exporting to African and ASEAN countries, which exhibit similar CSAs to those
the firm encountered in India. The CSAs, RSAs, and FSAs of Tata Motors’ double
diamond are listed in Figure 1-10.

1-5 Obstacles to Internationalization

Obstacles to
internationalization

Companies attempting to establish and maintain an international presence are likely
to encounter obstacles to internationalization both from within the company and

Impediments that the firm may
encounter in the process of
internationalizing.
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from outside. Such obstacles can be financial in nature—the company might not
have the finances to expand beyond national frontiers. Others are psychological—
fear of an unknown international environment or of local business practices—and
may keep the company from international engagement. These two types of barriers,
however, could equally affect the company’s local expansion efforts. Companies
may not have the finances to expand beyond a small regional market, or they fear
going into new markets where consumers may not be familiar with their products
and hence may not respond to their marketing strategy. There are obstacles that are
typically encountered by firms in their process of internationalization—obstacles
that they are unlikely to encounter in other expansion efforts. They are the selfreference criterion, government barriers, and international competition.
1-5a Self-Reference Criterion

Self-reference
criterion Individuals’

metamorworks/Shutterstock.com

conscious and unconscious
reference to their own national
culture, to home-country
norms and values, and to their
knowledge and experience
in the process of making
decisions in the host country.
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Of crucial importance to international operations is the ability of the firm, and
especially of its marketing strategy, to adapt to the local business environment
to serve well the needs of local consumers and to address the requirements of
local government, industry, and channels of distribution. An impediment to
adaptation is the self-reference criterion, defined as individuals’ conscious and
unconscious reference to their own national culture and to home-country norms
and values, as well as to their knowledge and experience, in the process of making
decisions in the host country. At the company level, self-reference may lead the
firm to fail to understand local consumers and their needs and to fail to understand the local business culture and deal effectively with local nationals.
Self-reference can lead to a breakdown in communication between parties from
different cultures. For example, an employee of a large international company from
the United States has been trained by career counselors in the United States that
looking one’s counterpart in the eyes conveys directness and honesty. When this
employee conducts business in Japan using direct eye contact, he or she is likely
to be perceived as abrasive, challenging the Japanese counterpart. Similarly, if an
employee proceeds directly to transacting the business deal in Latin America or
southern Europe instead of first interacting in a social setting to establish rapport,
he or she would be perceived as arrogant, interested only in the bottom line, rather
than in a long-term working relationship.
A first step to minimizing the effect of the self-reference criterion is selecting the
appropriate personnel for international assignments. Such employees are sensitive to
others and have experience working in different
environments. Second, it is important to train
international sales managers who travel overseas
as well as in-country expatriates to focus on
and be sensitive to the local culture, rather than
limit their personal interactions to own-country
nationals or to expatriates from countries with
cultures that are similar to their own. In fact, it is
advisable that firms institute an organization-wide
general orientation that instills and demonstrates
sensitivity to international environments and openly
rejects value judgments and national stereotyping.
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1-5b Ethnocentrism
Ethnocentrism is related to the self-reference criterion. Individuals who are
ethnocentric judge other cultures only from the perspective of their own culture;
and, importantly, they judge their own culture as superior to other cultures. As the
United States has played a leading role in the world economy for the past decades,
and as a U.S. management style has caught on all over the world, many U.S. managers have come to assume that the American business model is the accepted model
worldwide. However, this is not the case, and ethnocentric attitudes have reduced
managers’ ability to assess and to react to the complexities of local environments.
In fact, both ethnocentrism and the self-reference criterion impede the ability to
properly assess foreign markets.

Ethnocentrism The belief
that one’s culture is superior
to another and that strategies
used in one’s home country
(presumably a developed
country) will work just as well
internationally.

1-5c Government Barriers

Astrid Gast/Shutterstock.com

National governments keep a tight control over foreign investment. They scrutinize
international firms attempting to enter the market, permitting or denying access
based on criteria that are deemed important for national industry and/or security
considerations. Among formal methods used by national governments to restrict
or impede entrance of international firms in the local market are tariffs and other
barriers such as import quotas. Barriers may be imposed by restricting the number
of import licenses awarded, by instituting foreign exchange restrictions, and by requiring a large percentage of local content for imported products, etc. Governments
may decide to devalue the currency, change commercial
laws, or radically change commercial regulations.
Member countries of the World Trade Organization or
countries that are participants in regional political and
economic agreements, such as the United States-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA) and the European Union
(EU), among many others, find it difficult to use tariffs
as a means of restricting international expansion of
companies in the countries’ territories. Increasingly,
they are using nontariff barriers, such as cumbersome
procedures for import paperwork processing, delays in
granting licenses, or preference given to local service
providers and product manufacturing for all contracting
work.
1-5d International Competition
Although competition can be a driver of internationalization, competitors can
also erect barriers to new entrants in a market. Competitors’ arsenals of barriers
include the following: blocking channels of distribution, binding retailers into
exclusive agreements, slashing prices temporarily to prevent product adoption,
or engaging in an advertising blitz that could hurt a company’s initial sales in
a market and cause it to retrench. With heavy competition from new and lesser-known brands in Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, and North Africa and
the Middle East, Marlboro created a strong defensive strategy for its cigarettes:
It slashed prices by as much as a third and advertised heavily anywhere it was
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legal to do so, especially on billboards in the center of different capital cities
and towns in the provinces.
As an example, sales of Marlboro in southeastern Europe were hurt by various
local competitors and, in particular, by a successful regional brand, Assos, from
Greece. Assos was rapidly gaining a leading position in a number of markets in the
region when Marlboro went on the offensive with advertising blitzes and competitive
prices, limiting Assos’s market share to a point where the company was forced to
abandon many of its markets. Ultimately, Philip Morris, the owner of Marlboro,
purchased this valiant competitor.
Summary
Define international marketing and identify the
different levels of international involvement.
Firms can elect to engage in different levels of international expansion. Domestic firms focus on the domestic market and ignore international possibilities.
At the next level, firms can export their products
overseas, taking advantage of international opportunities to increase their sales and profits. Firms
involved in international marketing are serving international consumers and are present in different
countries (but do not coordinate between-country
activities under a regional office or subsidiary) with
sales offices, subsidiaries, or in partnership with local or other international firms. Global marketing
involves coordination of all marketing activities
within a particular region or worldwide.
Describe the different company orientations and
philosophies toward international marketing.
Depending on the type of industry or service and depending on the extent to which they have an international focus, companies adopt different orientations and
philosophies toward internationalization. Ethnocentric
companies consider domestic strategies, techniques, and
personnel as superior to foreign ones; these strategies
then provide the framework for the companies’ overseas operations, which are secondary to domestic operations. Companies with a polycentric orientation focus
on different international markets without coordinating
between international activities. Companies with a regiocentric orientation coordinate their operations regionally, whereas companies with a geocentric orientation
coordinate their marketing and management policies
worldwide, fully integrating their operations and targeting uniform segments worldwide with similar strategies.
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Identify environmental and firm-specific drivers
that direct firms toward international markets.
A number of elements in the business environment
direct firms to explore international opportunities.
One such element is competitive pressure, creating
the need to serve clients regardless of market attractiveness and preventing them from switching to the
service of a competitor. Opportunities in the environment, such as rapid economic growth and opening
emerging markets, regional economic and political
integration, and the removal of trade barriers, improvements in the transportation and telecommunication infrastructure, and advancement in technology
also prompt international firms to pursue international markets. The advent of technology and media
influence, economic prosperity, and consumer travel
are creating uniform segments of consumers with
similar preferences that international firms could
serve effectively with standardized strategies. Firms
facing decreasing sales attributed to a mature home
market can extend the life cycle of their products by
going international—cigarette companies are in a late
maturity stage in the United States but, most likely,
they are in a late growth stage worldwide. During the
maturity stage, as products start competing on price,
companies benefit from going international to take
advantage of cheaper and yet competent labor and
new markets.
Firms must also leverage country-specific advantages (CSAs), strengths or benefits specific to a country that can stem from its natural resource endowments,
its unique locational advantage, its labor force, institutions, industry framework, cultural and economic
factors, and an appealing nation brand, as well as their
firm-specific advantages (FSAs), strengths specific to
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a firm, a result of contributions that can be made by its
personnel, technology, and/or equipment.
Identify obstacles preventing firms from engaging
in successful international ventures.
Obstacles to international marketing are the selfreference criterion—the conscious and unconscious
reference to one’s national culture and home-country norms and values, as well as to one’s knowledge
and experience, in the process of making decisions

in the host country—and ethnocentrism, judging
one’s own culture as superior to other cultures. Additional obstacles can be the local and national governments of the host country, which could impose
entry barriers or prevent the companies from repatriating profits. Finally, competition can pose barriers to entry, diminishing the chance of success in
attractive potential target markets.

Key Terms
Country-Specific Advantages (CSAs) (19)
domestic marketing (6)
Double Diamond Model (20)
drivers in the business environment (11)
ethnocentric orientation (7)
ethnocentrism (23)
export marketing (6)
Firm-Specific Advantages (FSAs) (19)
firm-specific drivers (11)
first-mover advantage (11)
geocentric orientation (9)

global marketing (7)
international marketing (6)
multinational marketing (6)
nation branding (19)
obstacles to internationalization (21)
polycentric orientation (8)
Porter’s Diamond Model (20)
regiocentric orientation (9)
Region-Specific Advantages (RSAs) (20)
self-reference criterion (22)

Discussion Questions
1. Discuss the differences between firm internationalization philosophies.
2. Try to work backward from a company’s webpage
and attempt to identify its internationalization
philosophy. Look at the Procter & Gamble (www.
pg.com) webpages describing the company’s
international involvement and its international
product mix. What orientation do you believe this
company has and why?

3. What are the drivers in the international business
environment that lead a firm to engage in international operations? What are some of the firmspecific drivers leading to internationalization?
4. What is the “self-reference criterion”?
5. How can governments and competitors prevent a
firm from entering a particular market?

Chapter Quiz
True/False
1. International marketing involves marketing activities that have a substantial focus on international
consumers in a particular country or countries.
2. Firms involved in domestic marketing and export
marketing are more likely to have an ethnocentric
philosophy to internationalization.

3. Nontariff barriers have been successful in restricting the international expansion of companies.
4. A regiocentric orientation calls for companies
to focus on distinct markets and create countryspecific marketing strategies.
5. Reducing the cost of labor is a basic businessenvironment driver.
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Multiple Choice
1. International marketing obstacles include all the
following EXCEPT
a. the self-reference criterion
b. competition
c. new product development costs
d. government barriers
2. Similarities of teenagers in the United States,
France, and Malaysia create opportunities for
international firms. Their similarity is in fact a
business-environment driver called
a. economic growth
b. competition
c. converging consumer needs
d. regional economic and political integration
3. Ford Focus automobiles look identical in each
market and appear to have a similar marketing
mix. Which internationalization philosophy best
describes the Ford Focus strategy?
a. Geocentric orientation
b. Ethnocentric orientation
c. Polycentric orientation
d. Regiocentric orientation
4. CNN is known by businesspeople around the
world mainly due to this driver.
a. Standardization
b. Competition
c. Technology
d. Economic growth
5. The self-reference criterion is an obstacle to
a. government barriers
b. internationalization
c. a polycentric orientation
d. standardization
Answers and Rationales
True/False
1. True

Rationale: International marketing is marketing with
an international focus; it refers to the processes involved in the creation, production, distribution, promotion, and pricing of products, services, ideas, and
experiences for international markets. Section 1-2,
“Levels of International Marketing Involvement”
26
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2. True

Rationale: In general, these firms consider domestic strategies, techniques, and personnel to be
superior to foreign ones. Section 1-2, “Levels of
International Marketing Involvement”
3. True

Rationale: Various nontariff barriers can impede internationalization by increasing the cost of foreign
products. Section 1-5c, “Government Barriers”
4. False

Rationale: A regiocentric orientation involves creating programs for a world region with sociocultural,
political, or economic similarities. Section 1-3c,
“Regiocentric Orientation”
5. False

Rationale: Reducing the cost of labor is a firmspecific driver.
Multiple Choice
1. c

Rationale: The self-reference criterion, competition, and government barriers constitute obstacles to international markets, whereas new
product development costs are an incentive to
go international. Section 1-5, “Obstacles to
Internationalization”
2. c

Rationale: Teenagers in the United States belong to the broad global teenager segment, a
market segment that shares many similar brand
preferences. Section 1-4a, “Drivers in the Business Environment”
3. a

Rationale: Ford Focus automobiles look identical in each market and appear to have a similar marketing mix. Section 1-3b, “Polycentric
Orientation”
4. c

Rationale: Programming from the United States
has penetrated most international markets. Technology makes it possible for CNN to broadcast
its programs in key world markets. Section 1-4a,
“Drivers in the Business Environment”
5. b

Rationale: The self-reference criterion is individuals’ reference to their own national culture
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from adapting to the local environment and
from serving well the needs of local clients.
Section 1-5a, “Self-Reference Criterion”

and to home-country norms and values, as well
as their knowledge and experience, in the process of making decisions in the host country,
and it could potentially prevent individuals
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CASE 1-1 Alpaca Luxe: Marketing Opportunities in the Emerging Market of Mongolia
In the middle of a torrid Virginia summer, Gertrude
Fowler, an artist on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, is
reviewing the new designs of alpaca shawls made
for her newest creative venture, Alpaca Luxe. With
their signature fine stripes and vibrant colors, made
from famously soft alpaca fiber from alpaca farms in
the region, the scarves are both striking and luxurious. Alpaca Luxe works with a leading textile mill in
North Carolina to make the scarves, which had been
selling reasonably well in several high-end boutiques
on the East Coast and in Chicago and Denver until
the pandemic and the subsequent downturn in the
economy. Her marketing team, led by John Gordon
and Susan Spier, cautioned that the company’s sales
strategy was probably not going to be profitable in
the long term and time was ripe for an expansion.
Gertrude set up a meeting to consult with John,
Susan, and other marketing experts from various
marketing service providers that Alpaca Luxe uses
to research its target market and to design marketing
strategies. At the meeting, John Gordon suggested a
westward expansion—California, to him, seemed a
reasonable prospect given Californians’ preference
for natural products and luxury offerings. Susan, who
had previously worked in international marketing for
a large multinational before moving to the Eastern
Shore of Virginia, suggested that they investigate the
possibility of expanding into international markets.
International expansion made sense to Gertrude, who
thought that the scarves would appeal to consumers in
European design capitals, such as Helsinki, Amsterdam, and Munich.
International expansion seemed to be the consensus for most of the participants in the meeting,
and John and Susan were advised to evaluate such
opportunities at the state government level and by
contacting international trade representatives at the
Department of Commerce. John and Susan quickly
learned that contacting the Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP), located just two
hours away, in Richmond, Virginia, was a reasonable first step in exploring international expansion.
Most states in the United States have similar organizations, whose charge is to aid companies in the

state to explore international opportunities by identifying potential new markets, developing market
entry strategies and locating possible distributors
and representatives for products or services, at a
very low cost to the exporter.
Approaching the Government
The meeting with the VEDP director produced
mixed results. The Alpaca Luxe team described
their offering in detail, emphasizing the luxury
aspect of the scarves and their distinctiveness.
The director offered specific insights into several
European markets, which appeared to be saturated
with well-known luxury brands and alpaca wool
products from Bolivia and other countries in Central
and South America. Yes, Europeans responded
well to design appeals and Gertrude’s designs were
certainly appealing. But Alpaca Luxe would be
attempting to penetrate saturated markets, where
consumer preferences were entrenched and where
the new successful market entrants appealing to
the luxury segment were primarily young designers
with an attitude.
By chance, at the VEDP offices, the Alpaca Luxe
team met a visiting delegation from the Mongolian
Ministry of Commerce on a trade mission to promote
Mongolia as a travel destination and to identify U.S.
businesses interested in purchasing high-quality
Mongolian-sourced and processed cashmere. John
and Susan initially qualified them as competitors,
but, upon further discussions, they were intrigued.
The luxury market in Mongolia was on the upswing
and many of the leading brands had successfully
entered the Mongolian market, achieving substantial market share and reaping high profits as first
movers into the market. Mongolians, according to
the team, appreciate European and U.S. brands, but,
comparatively, there are many more European designers than designers from the United States present in Ulan Bator, the capital. True, Mongolians
produce the finest quality cashmere in the world, but
Mongolian consumers would undoubtedly be interested in unique offerings, such as alpaca. Moreover,
Mongolians are interested in unique designs, and
(Continued)
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the trade mission visitors deemed Gertrude Fowler’s design and bright colors as particularly appealing to the Mongolian consumer.
Before consulting with Gertrude, they decided to
work with the marketing analysts at VDEP to probe
further into expansion opportunities in Mongolia—
they knew very little about the country and they had
doubts that the market could sustain many luxury
brands. However, the analysts provided interesting
insights.
The Mongolian Market
After more than 200 years of Chinese rule and another 70 years as a Soviet satellite which banned
any reference to the proud history of Genghis Khan
and his empire—the largest contiguous empire in
history—Mongolia is ready to enter the world stage
as a mineral-rich country taking huge leaps in its
transition to a market economy.
According to The Wall Street Journal, Mongolia
has immense reserves of coal, copper, gold, gas, and
uranium—and an ongoing exploration of oil; Mongolia’s current GDP of $7 billion a year had a yearly
growth of a minimum of 20 percent in 2012, with the
economy doubling every three to five years. On the
other hand, it only has a population of 2.8 million,
half of them living in Ulan Bator, while, in the rest of
the country, many are nomads, living in yurts (ger, in
Mongolian), and barely getting by. The capital is besieged by hundreds of thousands of people who are
practically destitute, having lost all their cattle after a
recent harsh winter. Mongolia also rates high on the
Transparency International Corruption Perception
Index, with Mongolians considering corruption to
be one of the government’s most serious problems.
An advantage of Mongolia in recent years was
the fact that it was barely affected by the COVID-19
pandemic, with the government claiming no cases
until November, 2020, when it had a flareup. Subsequently, it was able to use its status as a geopolitical
player between Russia and China, and very quickly
obtain vaccine doses to rapidly inoculate the entire
country. Currently, the country is experiencing a
resurgence in shopping and enthusiasm for luxury
brands.

Mongolia’s market for luxury brands continues
to thrive. In Ulan Bator’s main square, Sukhbaatar
Square, where once a bronze statue of Lenin reigned,
there is an influx of luxury brands—Louis Vuitton,
Armani, Zegna, Hugo Boss, Rolex, Burberry, and
others—elegantly displayed in the stores’ lavish
showrooms. Commercial buildings housing luxury
outlets, such as Shangri-la Mall, are becoming more
common. Mongolian consumer segment is responding enthusiastically. According to The Wall Street
Journal, “Culturally, Mongolians like to show off.
Mongolians are very proud of themselves—there
is only one me. They think they deserve exclusivity.” In addition, Mongolia has seen a substantial increase in Chinese visitors, who are avid consumers
of luxury goods. Many have decided to forgo shopping trips to Hong Kong due to the protests, and
have opted to visit Mongolia, instead.
Mongolia’s primary luxury product is the best
cashmere in the world; however, domestic producers are gradually put out of business, as the government levies high taxes on them, but does not tax
Chinese exporters, who buy large quantities of raw
wool directly from herders, offering higher prices.
The Chinese are also believed to mix the cashmere
with wool, silk, or cotton, whereas Mongolian cashmere is pure and retains its cachet of a quality and
exclusive product.
The Export Decision
John and Susan approached Gertrude and described
to her at length their findings regarding the limitations of the European market and informed her about
the insights obtained from the Mongolian Ministry
of Commerce trade mission. Gertrude jumped at the
idea of taking her beautiful scarves to Mongolia.
She thought that the bright orange, fuschia, and purple designs would resonate well in Mongolia, with
colors similar to those of traditional costumes. Plus,
it would be a great opportunity for her to travel to
Mongolia. She had been in Tibet the previous year
and found it fascinating. Although culturally very
different, Mongolia would have a similar appeal, a
sort of “last frontier” of authenticity, a country that is
not cluttered with tourists and Western merchandise.
(Continued)
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Gertrude was in favor of exploring the different Analysis Suggestions
types of distributors who could place the scarves 1. What are the environmental and firm-specific
on the luxury retailers’ shelves. In fact, she herself
drivers that are driving Alpaca Luxe to explore
might approach businesses in Sukhbaatar Square
international markets?
and persuade them to carry her scarves. She has
had much success with a hands-on approach to mar- 2. Many companies use opportunistic approaches
to internationalization—executives in charge of
keting her Alpaca Luxe brand. She could try it in
international expansion may have visited a parMongolia.
ticular country and felt that the company’s prodSources: The case is fictitious; sources used are: News Mongoucts would do well. Or they might have friends
lia, “The Unlikely Beneficiary of the Hong Kong Crisis: Mongowho reside in the respective country who could
lia’s New Luxury Market,” December 19, 2019, https://news.mn/
en/790181 on May 2, 2021; Orth, M., “The Luxury Frontier,” The
potentially help them do business there. Aside
Wall Street Journal, http://online.wsj.com/ article/SB1000142405
from personal interests or connections, what
2702304186404576388153101917860.html, June 24, 2011; Virare some of the drivers of internationalization
ginia Exports: Virginia Economic Development Partnership, http://
that have prompted Alpaca Luxe to consider
www.exportvirginia.org, accessed on May 3, 2021; Stevenson,
A., “Countries are Scrambling for Vaccines. Mongolia Has
the Mongolian market for its international
Plenty,” The New York Times, May 20, 2020, accessed at https://
expansion?
www.nytimes.com/2021/05/20/business/coronavirus-vaccinemongolia.html on May 30, 2021.
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CASE 1-2 Zhang National Steel Company
Liu Hong, Director of International Accounts at the
Zhang National Steel Company, has just been summoned by the company’s chairman. He is expected
to provide viable solutions for the company that will
enable it to compete effectively in an increasingly
saturated international steel market. China’s steel
production has been growing at breakneck pace in
the past decade. Its rapid growth is posing serious
threats to the industry, and Zhang National, one of
the medium-sized privatized steel companies, is
part of the problem. Liu Hong believes that going
international might provide a good solution for the
company’s decline in sales.
When Mao Zedong ordered an increase in the
steel production as part of the Great Leap Forward,
people left their fields, abandoned their work in agriculture, and fled to the large steel mills that produced millions of tons of useless substandard steel.
Today, an enterprising China is taking another great
leap, investing in industrial establishments, especially in the steel industry. The old, large steel mills
have been privatized, becoming more efficient and
producing high-quality steel, and investors are keen
on banking on new and profitable steel mills.
According to industry reports, while global crude
steel production decreased due to the pandemic,
China’s crude steel production reached 1,053 million metric tons of crude steel in 2020, after the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, an increase of
5.2 percent from 2019, and a huge increase from
101.2 million metric tons produced in 1996, when
it became the largest steel-producing country in the
world for the first time.
Today, China accounts for 56.5 percent of the
world’s steel production—Zhang National Steel
Company has substantial competition and to be
able to remain profitable, the company’s only option is to go international. However, in 2018, the
United States, in a move directed primarily at
China, imposed 25 percent tariffs on steel. At first,
it appeared that Chinese companies could bypass
the tariffs by using transshipments. The Chinese
company Settle Logistics, for example, advertised
on its website: “For those unfair trade barriers

targeting our industries from certain countries, we
can adopt other approaches to bypass those trade
tariffs in order to expand markets.” Settle Logistics would send the steel shipments to the U.S. via
Malaysia, with paperwork that certifies that the
steel originated in Malaysia. Such tariff-dodging
strategies were thwarted when the U.S. granted
only select exemptions to the tariffs to countries
that accurately certify product origin. This move
greatly reduced the demand for steel. Adding to
Zhang National Steel company woes are also the 5
to 10 percent duties imposed by the Chinese government on exports of more than 80 Chinese-made
steel products, as well as other products containing
steel, to trim its trade surplus.
If it is unable to sell its steel abroad, Zhang National Steel Company would eventually have to cut
its workforce by two-thirds. Such a move would
displace many workers and their dependent families and could very likely lead to political unrest in
the region, as elsewhere in China. In fact, China’s
State Council, its cabinet, is starting to discourage
investment in new steel mills by making such investments less attractive for investors. However,
such efforts at the national level are countered by
local officials whose goals are to increase local
job opportunities and taxes. Locally, there continues to be a strong push for establishing new steel
mills, with local governments offering incentives
for such investments.
Liu Hong gazed at the steel mill’s dock on the
Yangtze River. Many of China’s steel mills are located
on the banks of this river. River access facilitates barge
access of ore imports, and the Yangtze is a magnet
for competitors. The steel Zhang National produces
has been used primarily to meet domestic demand
and feed the building boom in China’s large cities:
cement-and-steel structures line the large avenues in
Shanghai’s Pudong district, and along many of Beijing’s boulevards, massive structures line up against
the hazy sky (see Figure 1-11). However, the world
economy has experienced a slow-down due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, and China’s economy was not
spared. There is not as much incentive for the national
(Continued)
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government to push construction to showcase the new is convincing the chairman and the investors that
China to the world. The private investors in Zhang going international is essential for Zhang National
National Steel Company are starting to ask questions Steel Company.
about the viability of the company in the near future. Sources: The case is fictitious; sources used are: World Steel

FIGURE 1-11 Steel and cement dominate
Beijing's landscape.
TonyV3112/Shutterstock.com

Even though the United States and the European Union are raising barriers to trade with
China, Chinese steel will continue to remain more
affordable than U.S.- or European-produced steel.
Moreover, India’s steel consumption is rapidly increasing, and, with large revenues from outsourcing, India has the hard currency to purchase this
commodity to meet local demand.
Liu Hong realizes that he must present a balanced
perspective on going international. The challenge

Association, “Global Crude Steel Output Decreases by 0.9% in
2020,” January 26, 2021, accessed at https://www.worldsteel.org/
media-centre/press-releases/2021/Global-crude-steel-output-decreases-by-0.9--in-2020.html on May 3, 2021; Ringel, B. “China
to Encourage Even More Steel Exports,” Trade and Manufacturing Monitor, December 20, 2017, accessed at https://www
.ustrademonitor.com/2017/12/china-to-encourage-evenmore-steel-exports on May 3, 2021; Team, Trefis, “The Extent of
Overproduction In The Chinese Steel Industry,” Forbes, January 9,
2017, accessed at https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2017/01/09/the-extent-of-overproduction-in-the-chinesesteel-industry/#4241f502446e on May 3, 2021. Keith Bradsher,
“Tariff Dodgers Stand to Profit Off U.S.-China Trade Dispute,”
The New York Times, April 22, 2018, accessed at https://www
.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/business/china-trade-tariffs- transshipment.html on April 25, 2018.

Analysis Suggestions
1. What arguments should Liu Hong offer the company chairman in favor of internationalization?
What are the business environment internationalization drivers and the firm internationalization
drivers that are likely to lead to the internationalization of the firm?
2. What product life-cycle stage is the steel industry in worldwide? Should Zhang National Steel
Company move its labor force overseas to China’s neighboring countries? Why? Why not?
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